Nailing those last hardwood boards close to the end wall is always a delicate (and sometimes messy) job. With a conventional fastening tool, you must stop far from the wall for fear of damaging it with your mallet as you try to squeeze in as many boards as the tool will allow. Well, that threat can considerably be reduced with a Primatech pneumatic nailer, such as the EXPERT 250 shown above.

It’s all a question of reach. And you will find no conventional tool that gets you as close to the end wall as the Primatech 250 or 550 series of the EXPERT family.

Why?

Because these Primatech nailers (or staplers) feature the unique, exclusive Primpact firing module which can be actuated from any angle, including vertically. Yes, you can drive your fasteners from an all-around direction so as to avoid damaging the wall (and facing an angry client). But that’s not all! The EXPERT tool has “a short nose” precisely designed to allow more reach as you complete the flooring. That combination of design and innovative technology enhances speed and precision, which translates into benefits.

A Primpact Powered (1.25M cycle valve) EXPERT tool offers durability and low cost of ownership, with minimal on-site maintenance. All gain, no pain.

For more information or assistance, call the factory direct at +01-418-522-7744, or visit our website: www.primatech.ca.